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CSR initiative on the Limbe Shipyard project

BAM International is an operating

Moving to The Hague
BAM International’s head office is relocating to
The Hague. In February 2015 our approximately
150 head office employees will be moving into a
brand new state-of-the art office building, recently
completed by BAM, in a modern business and
residential area at the heart of The Hague, the
Netherlands.
This follows on the restructuring of Royal BAM
Group. We will make space in our Gouda office for
some of our Dutch BAM operating companies.
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company of Royal BAM Group, one of
Europe’s largest contracting companies
active in construction, property, civil
engineering, public-private partnerships,
mechanical and electrical contracting,
consultancy and engineering in
30 countries across the globe.
BAM International operates outside Europe.
Until recently we were known as
Interbeton or by the name of our
subsidiaries, such as Harbourworks,
Decorient and Higgs & Hill. Those
names have been changed to include
the BAM group name. Along with other
companies in Royal BAM Group we benefit
from the collective financial strength,
know-how and experience that lie within
our Group.
In today’s competitive market our goal is
to exceed clients’ expectations, deliver on
time and on budget and at the same time
act sustainably and contribute positively
to the communities where we work.
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‘Growth, new opportunities

and the ambition to bring value to our clients’
Welcome to View, BAM International’s client magazine. It is the tenth issue
already, concluding the magazine’s fifth year of publication.

In this tenth issue, you will be able to read about our projects in Asia, Australia,
Africa, the Americas and the Middle East/Gulf States areas. Some are at the
early stages, others are in the process of completion. One of the latter is the
construction of a cement plant on East Java on a subcontract from
ThyssenKrupp Polysius Indonesia. Michael Gruss, our client’s President Director,
kindly agreed to an interview in which he looks back on the project.
A recurring theme in this issue of View is technology: we will demonstrate
some custom-designed equipment, but also the benefits of building information
modelling (BIM). Another technology-related item is an interview that highlights
our collaboration with engineering partner BAM Infraconsult: their expertise and
innovations are at the heart of many of our marine and infrastructural projects.
A recent development we are proud of is company-wide certification of
environmental management. Two of our key people shed light on this subject.
As we have been growing as an organisation we have also been able to further
strengthen our internal business processes – all with the final objective of
providing smooth and reliable service to our clients.
Since our first issue of View five years ago, BAM International has seen
considerable growth: more projects, a wider geographical spread, and a larger
organisation to make it all possible. Next year we will be embarking on the next
long-term plan, together with our parent company Royal BAM Group, with a
strategic horizon in 2020.
But whatever plans we make, the true basis of our success lies in the trust we
receive from you, our clients. Thank you for allowing us to be part of the
realisation of your ambitions. We will keep striving to offer you safety first and
the best solutions with the highest standards. I wish you happy reading.

George Mazloumian,
CEO BAM International bv
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‘BAM means business
with the environment’
Company-wide environmental ISO 14001
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This year, BAM International aimed to replace a series of
ISO 14001 certifications for its area offices with one companywide certificate. The move towards unification was sealed with
the issue of a single ISO 14001 certificate in September.
Corporate Quality Manager Frank O’Sullivan and Quality
Manager Ralf Janssen explain the how and why.
‘BAM International is not new to responsible
entrepreneurship, but our first actual
applications for ISO 14001 certificates were
client-driven’, says Corporate Quality Manager
Frank O’Sullivan. ‘At the time, we were
competing for projects in sensitive areas and
needed to convince the client that we meant
business with environmental protection.’

One standard
for all our operations
across the globe

Frank O’Sullivan (left on the picture)
Corporate Quality Manager
Ralf Janssen
Quality Manager

Supply chain responsibility
In 2015, ISO expects to publish a revised
version of the 14001 standard.
Standards are reviewed and if necessary
revised every five years. The purpose of
these reviews: to keep standards
current and relevant for the
marketplace and to ensure compatibility
between the different standards.
One of the foreseen changes in 2015 is
an the introduction of chain supply
responsibility. This will provide certified
companies with the tools to include
suppliers and subcontractors in their
efforts to conduct their activities
without harming the environment.

Transparency
‘We received our first environmental
certificate in 2010, when we were competing
for the contract to produce Xblocs for the
Gorgon project in Australia. These prefab
elements were to be produced in our yard in
West Java, from where they would be shipped
to the project site inside a Class A nature
reserve. Stringent quarantine measures would
be in place. We won the contract because,
among other things, we were able to prove
that we had the ability to approach this safely
and reliably.’
Commitment to environmental protection
has been growing significantly throughout the
industry in recent years. These days, BAM is
certainly not the only contractor to have
included this in its core policies or to provide
transparency through certification.
Frank O’Sullivan: ‘It’s a natural progression
that the initiative to apply for a single,
company-wide certificate was our own. We
want to be able to show clients everywhere
that we can set up our operations without
harm to the environment. The single

certificate ensures that we can comfortably
enter tenders and pre-qualifications anywhere
in the world.’

All areas of business integrated
Ralf Janssen led the team that oversaw this
year’s certification. As he explains, the
operation served a second, internal purpose:
‘It drew a line under the unification of our
management system. With a single, companywide certificate comes a single environmental
management system. This was also the last
piece in the puzzle of our overall unified
management system. It was never easier to
show that organising a responsible site is
business as usual.’

Dubai, and also on the precast yard in West
Java and two current projects in the United
Arab Emirates, the auditing team of Lloyds
were satisfied with their findings and the new
certificate was issued at the end of
September.
‘Our next step’ says Ralf, ‘is getting ready for
the change we can already see coming: with
the revised ISO 14001 standard in 2015, we
will be broadening the scope of
environmental awareness to our suppliers and
subcontractors. They too will need to be able
to show that they share our commitment to
working without harming the environment.’

‘The first part of the operation was to go
through our systems, determine our best
practices and align with current requirements
for ISO certification. The results were
implemented in the head office, the areas and
branches and on the projects. At that point
we were ready to receive the auditors.’
After a rigorous audit programme in BAM
International’s offices in Gouda, Jakarta and
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Collaborating sisters BAM International and BAM Infraconsult

‘Our first choice is to work together’
‘Design and construct’ is increasingly the type of contract that BAM
International pursues successfully. Among its competitive advantages is
its close relationship with engineering firm BAM Infraconsult. The two
companies’ CEOs, Hans Ramler and George Mazloumian, explain the
nature of their collaboration.

BAM Infraconsult is Royal BAM Group’s
in-house engineering firm, specialising in
marine and infrastructural engineering.
Under its international brand name DMC it
has a long history in delivering expertise to
BAM and non-BAM projects.

‘Our collaboration is clearly not new,’ says
BAM Infraconsult’s CEO Hans Ramler, ‘but it
has recently been intensified as we have
shifted our strategic focus towards global
BAM business. As the Group’s operating
company in construction outside Europe,
BAM International is our logical partner.’

Innovative engineering
Among the innovative products developed
by BAM Infraconsult are the Xbloc single
armour unit (used on many breakwater
projects in Asia Pacific and Australia) and
the self-propelling cantilever bridges that
are currently building two LNG jetties in
shallow Australian coastal waters – locations
that are unsuitable to floating or heavy
land-based equipment.

BAM International’s George Mazloumian
confirms the will to work together where
possible: ‘BAM Infraconsult is our first
choice as our partner in construction
design. On individual projects, but obviously
also in the development of strategic and
purpose-built equipment. Many of our
projects in recent years were won in part on
the basis of having BAM Infraconsult
designed equipment that set us apart from
the competition.’

Collaboration, not a merger
At the same time, though, the two
companies continue to operate as separate
entities. George Mazloumian: ‘For business
reasons and licencing requirements we
can’t always be 100% exclusive. In Australia,
for instance, we will continue the
collaboration in near shore projects, but
may seek other partners as we diversify into
other niches.’
Hans Ramler: ‘In addition to our partnership
with BAM International we continue to work
for clients outside the BAM Group, though
on a relatively small scale. We are also
strengthening our position as a civil
consultant within the BAM Group, across
the various European home markets. Our
contributions to current projects in the UK
and Germany are recognised as beneficial to
the Group in terms of using in-house
knowledge and sensible spending.’

Strategic focus
on global
BAM business

George Mazloumian, CEO BAM International
and Hans Ramler, CEO BAM Infraconsult.
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In line with the country’s
economic master plan BAM
completed the construction
of the new port in Aqaba.
Together with our Jordanian joint
venture partner MAG, BAM was
responsible for the design and
construction of four new berths (in total
approximately 800 metres quay wall),
revetment works, a breakwater, marine
services, pontoons and a slip way.
Furthermore land reclamation and
dredging works (800,000 cubic metres)
as well as the construction of two intake
pipes and one outfall pipe was included
in this €65 million contract.
The site was handed over to our client
Aqaba Development Corporation and is
now a fully operational container
terminal and service port.

Completion of BAM’s second project in Jordan

Aqaba New Port
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Al Ain stadium development phase 2
Location
Al Ain, Abu Dhabi
Client
AAFAQ Holding
Engineer
EC Harris
Contract period
July 2014 – September 2016

Mixed-use development in follow-up
to Hazza Bin Zayed Stadium, Al Ain, Abu Dhabi

The area
around an icon
After completion of the Hazza Bin Zayed Stadium, BAM International
has now been awarded the design-and-build contract for phase 2
of this mixed-use development programme.

In the vision of our client, AAFAQ Holding,
the area anchored by Al Ain’s Hazza Bin
Zayed Stadium is going to be a fully
integrated mixed-use community. The area
will be brimming with activity throughout
the year, not just on days when the stadium
is the scene of a football match or cultural
event.

Ambitious in scope and standards
The mixed-use development in Al Ain will
comprise housing (550 apartments in six
five-storey buildings), a commercial building,
a multi-storey car park, a food and beverage
souk and a 172-bed hotel with its own car
park (to be managed by the Aloft hotel
chain).
The scope of the project for BAM
International also comprises associated
infrastructure such as roads, underground
services and the high-quality public area. In

Quinton Allen (Project Manager).

total, the phase two works represent
approximately 200,000 square metres of
built-up area, all of which must achieve an
Estidama 2 Pearl rating.

Challenges in a live environment
Among the challenges of this ambitious and
fast-track project is the logistics of working
inside a live existing road network. BAM
International’s Project Manager Quinton
Allen: ‘Traffic is especially busy here on
match days or when other events are on.
We’re countering the day-to-day traffic and
the extra pedestrian crowds on match days
with designated construction traffic routes
and segregated footpaths. This includes
designated parking areas, public traffic
routes and allocated pedestrian walkways to
and from the stadium.’
Quinton: ‘Our partner in the 22-month fasttrack project is BAM Contractors from
Ireland. By the end of 2014, we plan to have
progressed safely with a significant amount
of the superstructure works in all plots. This
will involve working 24/7 with over 1,500
BAM operatives and a dedicated, motivated
site management team.’

Brimming with activity
throughout the year

Residential, commercial and recreational:
an artist’s impression of phase 2 of the
Al Ain Stadium and mixed-use development.
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Aqaba LNG jetty
Location
Aqaba, Jordan
Client
Aqaba Development Corporation (ADC)
Design
BAM Infraconsult
Contract period
November 2013 – April 2015

Good progress at Aqaba LNG

xxxxxxxx McDonagh
Howard
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Project
Manager

More than nicely
on target
While most of the work on the LNG terminal project in Aqaba, Jordan, is on
schedule or ahead, some challenges remain – and are being countered.
Project Manager Howard McDonagh reports.
Most operations on the Aqaba LNG project are
running like a well-oiled machine. We’re
working on an EPC contract, which is unlike
most of our projects in the region, and have
made good progress working on elements of
the engineering, procurement and
construction simultaneously. The overall
efficiency is resulting in a project that is more
than nicely on target.
Critical sections of the project are even ahead
of schedule, such as the procurement of longlead items. All of these are due to arrive ahead
or on programme, with the exception of some
materials and equipment related to
instructions that were issued at a later stage.

Construction ahead of schedule
Similarly in construction, swift progress has
taken us ahead of schedule on several counts.
The piling works and MEP pipework are both a
full month ahead. Also, the construction of the
approach trestle is substantially completed. It
has been rescheduled to finish some three
months ahead of the original schedule, to
facilitate acceleration of the MEP 24-inch NG
pipeline installation.

The approach trestle, re-scheduled to finish
some three months earlier than expected
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On the loading platform, the headstocks have
been completed and the installation and
in-situ casting of the precast U-beams is 50%
complete. At the time of writing, the loading
platform was on target for completion by
19 October, which is three and a half weeks
ahead of the baseline programme.
And, finally, almost two weeks were gained on
the original schedule of the terminal building,
where we were able to start construction of
the roof slab before the end of September.

BAM Area Manager Asia Pacific Halbe Veenstra, Project Manager Nuno Teixeira and Arjoto Wisanto,
Managing Director BAM Indonesia cut the cake to celebrate the several milestones.

High-quality concrete elements for demanding Australian projects

Double completion on the Precast Yard
BAM’s Precast Yard in West Java, Indonesia,
recently completed production of a range of
concrete elements for two of our Australian
projects. Here’s an impression of the sheer size
of these projects and the standards that were
applied.
The first project to receive its last prefab elements
was the Wheatstone LNG project. They were
shipped from West Java to Onslow, in Australia’s
Northern Territory, in the third week of August.
The first of the 442 elements for this project was
poured in early December 2013 (108 T-beams,
198 headstocks and 136 planks). The total
production and shipping cycle took no more than
7.5 months. Wheatstone’s stringent quality
requirements included wet-curing, isolation of
galvanized cast-in items and their full traceability,
including reinforcement.
After Wheatstone, the production for the Ichthys
LNG project finished on 2 September, with the final
shipment to Darwin scheduled for the end of the
same month. From the start of production in late
May 2013, within a timespan of 15 months, a total
of 1,170 precast elements were produced for this

project – a total of 728 units, namely 469 TT-beams
and 174 headstocks for the jetty, and 85 more
elements for the modular offloading facility,
including the spill impoundment basin and
contaminants of concern pit.
And to complete the list of impressive numbers:
this involved the pouring of 29,000 cubic metres
of concrete, the installation of 8,220 tonnes of
reinforcement and 900 tonnes of pre-stress strands
and the fabrication and installation of some 61,000
cast-in items. At peak, 800 people were involved in
these projects, labour and staff, working on 24-hour
schedule.
And finally, the last number but definitely not the
least: between these two production cycles the
Precast Yard team has achieved a full 2,000,000
hours LTI-free.

At peak, an 800-strong
workforce worked 24/7
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Second line Holcim Cement Plant
Location
Tuban, North Java, Indonesia
Client
Polysius AG (general contractor)
for client Holcim Indonesia
Contract period
April 2013 – December 2014
Contract sum
$37 million

EPC contractor’s evaluation of the Holcim
cement plant project in Indonesia

‘Shared values
and smooth
project
handling’
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Client’s view

Michael Gruss
President Director
ThyssenKrupp
Polysius Indonesia

As subcontractor to PT ThyssenKrupp Polysius Indonesia,
BAM International is currently working on a second
production line for Holcim’s new cement plant in Tuban,
East Java. Our client’s President Director, Michael Gruss,
reviews the collaboration.

Building cement plants is the specialisation
of PT ThyssenKrupp Polysius, so they were
the logical choice when Holcim decided to
expand its cement producing capacity in
Indonesia. A first production line was ready
to enter production in 2013 and a follow-up
project to build an identical second line was

For both production lines, ThyssenKrupp
Polysius is supplying the state-of-the-art
equipment for raw material preparation,
clinker production, cement loading and fuel
preparation. On both production lines it is
also acting as EPC contractor, overseeing the
whole process of engineering, procurement

start, their handling of the projects has been
smooth, without any major issues. The
management on site and from the Jakarta
office has been very professional and
communication has been very satisfying.’

started immediately after.

and construction. On both of the projects it
chose to work with BAM International’s
Indonesian branch as the builder of the
concrete structures – over 90 individual
items in each line.

fact that they share our values. Their code of
conduct is similar to ours and their
performance in quality and safety are
outstanding compared to other Indonesian
sites. The approach to our collaboration is
very professional on all levels of the
organisation and we are genuinely looking
forward to a continuation of our business
relationship.’

Cement for a growing economy
‘The demand for cement in Indonesia is
growing rapidly,’ says Michael Gruss, ‘in
response to the country’s economic growth.
By 2015, Holcim will be able to produce
4,000 tonnes of clinkers per day in each of
its production lines in the Tuban plant.’

Professionalism on all levels
Michael Gruss: ‘We are very happy with the
performance of BAM International. From the

‘What sets BAM International apart is the
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J-Hotel, renamed into GTV Hotel
Location
Cikarang, Indonesia
Client
PT Gunawan Tarikino Venture
Hotelindo
Contract period
March 2014 – October 2015
Contract value
€6 million
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Johan Ponto
Project Manager

Quality accommodation in the east of Jakarta

GTV Hotel
BAM is currently building the three-star-plus hotel
for PT Gunawan Tarikino Venture Hotelindo,
which will be managed by Value Management
Co.Ltd from Japan.
This quality accommodation for mainly
business people working in or visiting the
industrial estates in the east of Jakarta, from
Bekasi to Karawang, will feature seven floors
comprising approximately 200 guest rooms
and studio apartments. It will include a
basement for utilitites and car park, a ground
floor with lobby, reception and office rooms,
as well as an upper floor for restaurant,
kitchen and fitness center. The total building
area comprises 12,000m2.
BAM’s scope of work includes the piling,
constructing the structure of the hotel, as
well as the façade.
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Ichthys LNG Project Module
Offloading Facility (MOF)
Location
Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia
Client
JGC Corporation, KBR and Chiyoda
Corporation joint venture (JKC JV)
Design
BAM Infraconsult
Contract period
February 2012 – July 2014
Contract value
€110 million

Built with bespoke
marine equipment

First subcontract on the Ichthys LNG project, Australia

Complete and
ready for business
16 View - Volume 5, Issue 2 - 2014

The BAM Clough joint venture recently
completed the module offloading facility
(MOF) on the Australian Ichthys project.
The purpose of the MOF is to facilitate the
offloading of very large modules for the
assembly of the onshore LNG liquefaction
plant near Darwin in Australia’s Northern
Territory.

BAM Clough built the MOF on a
subcontract from main contractor JKC
Australia (INPEX being the end client)
and the design was provided by BAM
Infraconsult’. Their input included the
design of a floating cell template, a
piece of purpose-built equipment.
Beneath the deck of the platform are a
series of cellular cofferdams – basically very
wide pile-like metal structures filled up with
rock for stability. The BAM Infraconsult-

designed cell template was used to build
up the circular metal structure. Starting
from the seabed, the template would hoist
itself up as the metal sheets were put in
place up to their final height.
With this platform in place, our client was
able to commence work on the land-based
part of the project. Meanwhile, BAM Clough
and BAM Infraconsult are continuing their
work on the second subcontract, the
product loading jetty. This is due for
completion by the end of this year.
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Ichthys Product Loading Jetty
Location
Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia
Client
JGC Corporation, KBR and Chiyoda
Corporation joint venture (JKC JV)
Design
BAM Infraconsult
Contract period
March 2012 – December 2014
Contract value
€300 million

Product loading jetty for the Ichthys LNG project, Australia

Cantilever bridge
takes a new turn
The forward movement of the cantilever bridge is an impressive sight.
But what if the jetty it’s building isn’t simply projecting straight ahead?
The Ichthys team were faced with exactly that challenge.

The list of tentative solutions for the
relocation of the cantilever bridge on the
Ichthys jetty ran up to two pages, says
Deputy Project Manager Ronald de Geus. At
the time of the tender it had been enough
to install the confidence that the right
solution would be found.

Designed to go straight ahead
While construction was ongoing on the first
leg of the jetty, the list of solutions was
brought down to four. At some point the
cantilever bridge would have to be moved
back and redirected for the second leg of the
Y-shaped trestle. Not an easy task, as the
bridge is a massive piece of equipment and its
entire design is aimed at a forward motion.
Finally, the team chose to go with a
relocation scenario. Major components
would be dismantled first, then the whole
cantilever bridge and the self-propelling

modular transporters were rolled back over
the LNG trestle. After that, the skeleton
bridge would be rotated and moved forward
onto the LPG trestle.

On to the next challenge
Ronald de Geus: ‘Detailing the whole
operation took a few more than two pages
to have everything checked, planned and
explained but it’s been worthwhile. It’s been
a terrific effort by all people and parties
involved.’
With this success in their pockets, the BAM
Clough team is already looking forward to
the next test of engineering ingenuity: the
demobilisation of the bridge as it reaches
the end of the trestle. After all, with this
type of purpose-built equipment it’s never
business as usual.
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Ronald de Geus
xxxxxxxxProject
Deputy
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Manager
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Anderson Point Facility (AP5)
Location
Port Hedland, Western Australia
Client
Fortescue Metals Group (FMG)
Design
BAM Infraconsult
Contract period
February 2014 – Early 2015

3D modelling for FMG’s iron ore berth in Port Hedland, Australia

AP5: speed and

First drawings only six weeks
				after contract award
20 View - Volume 5, Issue 2 - 2014

precision

xxxxxxxx Bijl
Christiaan
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Design
Manager

Only six weeks after contract award, the first detailed drawings were
ready on BAM Clough’s AP5 project. A crucial step in a one-year fasttrack design and construct project, made possible by clever
organisation and a focus on 3D modelling.

Fortescue Metal Group (FMG), the fourth

‘BIM technology was the key to speeding up

it easier to communicate and overall greatly

largest iron ore producer in the world, ships
its iron ore from the Anderson Point berths
in Port Hedland, Western Australia, the
continent’s largest port by tonnage.
Currently operating from four berths, FMG is
expanding its capacity by building a fifth
berth, named AP5.

the process’, says BAM Infraconsult’s Design
Manager Christiaan Bijl. ‘By focusing on 3D
modelling, we cleared the critical path in a
very tight schedule. We organised weekly
model review sessions for designers, project
engineers, construction managers and the
client. All were able to see the model on
their own screen in a free viewer. 2D
drawings for on-site installation weren’t

simplifies project management.’ Open
communication and full disclosure of
models and calculations to the client led to
typical client review and close-out cycles of
less than a week.

produced till after our client’s approval of
the full 3D model.’

clashes of the temporary and permanent
works and equipment have been detected
ahead of time and resolved. On this fasttrack project, handover of the work is
anticipated to be even slightly ahead of
schedule.

One year to complete the job
With a total running time of one year, this
fast-track design and construct project is in
safe hands with the BAM Clough joint
venture and their project partner, BAM’s
engineering company BAM Infraconsult.
The integrated design team had the first
detailed drawings ready only six weeks
after contract award.

Full client disclosure
Progress on the AP5 project clearly shows
the benefits of working with in-house
designers, says Mark Guinée, Area Manager
Australia at BAM International: ‘This makes

On-site construction and pre-fabrication of
modules are now in full swing. Thanks to the
3D BIM design, any possible mismatches or
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Quaywall Limbe Shipyard
Location
Limbe, Cameroon
Client
Cameroon Shipyard and Industrial
Engineering LTd
Design
BAM Infraconsult
Contract period
November 2012 – October 2014
Contract value
€29 million

Marking the approach of completion

First vessel moors
The first vessel moored at Limbe
Shipyard’s new quay wall in Limbe,
Cameroon, in July. The event foreboded
the final completion of BAM International’s
project to add 320 metres of quay wall to
the shipyard.
At the time of writing, the project team was
in the final stages of construction. In
addition to full completion of the first 150
metres of quay wall, they had also finished
work on the underwater concreting, which
forms the foundation of the quay wall. With
the crane barge Marlin back in place, work
was continuing 24/7 to complete the
project.
‘As one part of the shipyard is now in full
operation,’ said Project Manager Rick van
Lent, ‘we’ve added another challenge for
the project team. But with good planning
and clear communication we expect to
come through nicely.’

Quality and local involvement
For the foundation a total of 1,375 blocks
has been cast on our own precast yard on
site with an excellent quality record of 0.4%
rejected blocks. They were installed at a rate
of up to 45 a day with specialised diver
teams.
Local involvement in the project has been
high from the beginning, as illustrated in a
recent site visit from the local university.
The tour of the shipyard gave students an
impression of the methods and standards of
international contracting.
The quay wall will receive oilrigs from the
wider region for repairs and maintenance at
CNIC’s shipyard. Executed with minimal
impact on the natural environment and
maximum involvement of the local
community, the construction of this quay
wall should prove a significant contribution
to Limbe’s economy.

CSR initiative on the Limbe Shipyard project

Protecting Cameroon’s wildlife
All BAM International employees aim to
leave something more behind than what’s
stipulated in the contract. CSR initiatives are
part of every project plan. In Limbe, the
team recently aided in the extension of
Limbe Wildlife Centre.

Members of the Wildlife Centre with BAM colleagues.
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Limbe Wildlife Centre aims to rescue and
rehabilitate animals that have fallen prey to
illegal wildlife trade, with the intention of
finally reintroducing them into the wild.
Founded in 1993, Limbe Wildlife Centre is
a collaborative effort between the
government of Cameroon and Pandrillus
Foundation. It provides a long-term solution
for confiscated wildlife and works with local
and international communities to secure the
survival of the endangered species of
Cameroon.

Extra quarantine capacity
At the request of the Centre, team
members of BAM International Limbe
Shipyard project have been involved in the
extension of floor space and quarantine
capacity. First they demolished the old
cages in the quarantine area, then BAM
engineers surveyed the area to make sure
the levels and locations of the new cages
were correct. Then, after some weeks of
breaking and removing cages, the team
spent a day on casting a new floor.
Newly installed cages in this area now give
the Wildlife Centre more room to house
victims of the illegal wildlife trade. After
completion of the project BAM International
also adopted two chimpanzees, which can
now get a second chance.

in Limbe

xxxxxxxx
Rick
van Lent
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Project
Manager

Built with maximum
			

local involvement
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Terminal 3
Julius Nyerere International Airport
Location
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Client
Tanzania Airports Authority
Contract period
2013 – 2016
Contract value
€130 million
Consultant
Arab Consulting Engineer (ACE)
from Egypt
Design
BAM Advies & Engineering, together
with NACO, Netherlands Airport
Consultants

Benefits of 3D modelling in planning T3 terminal in Dar es Salaam

No clashes at the airport
It’s an effective design method and a very convincing sales tool that clearly
visualises the added value of engineering solutions. But building
information modelling (BIM) has the potential to benefit further stages of a
project. At the Terminal 3 project on Tanzania’s Julius Nyerere International
Airport, BAM International is giving a taste of the possibilities.

Specialised tasks in a complex construction
project are often carried out by specialised
subcontractors, often these are local
businesses who work under the responsibility
of the main contractor. On the T3 project,
selected subcontractors are providing their
skills in the construction of the roof and
façades. As they are the specialists, they also
provide the detailed designs that describe
how exactly they will be getting to work.
Theoretically their designs should fit
seamlessly into the detailed design from
the main contractor.
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with

BIM

Early clash detection
‘In practice, though,’ says the project’s
Package Manager, Maurice Siemensma,
‘traditional design methods aren’t necessarily
watertight. It’s easy to overlook a detail or
plan the order of execution in a way that
clashes with the main design or detailed
designs from other disciplines or
subcontractors. BIM is helping to detect
those clashes at an early stage and prevent
them from happening.’
Now that the project is getting closer to the
construction stage, BAM International is
going into more and more detail with its

subcontractors and suppliers. All new 2D
drawings and 3D models are fed into the
original 3D models by specialist BIM
engineers. Any clashes that would disrupt
the flow of work are quickly detected and
reported back a basis for design repairs.

Next step: procurement?
Maurice Siemensma: ‘Clash detection and
prevention are just the tip of the iceberg for
BIM. The next step would be to use the
models as the basis for the entire
procurement process. Our experience on
the Terminal 3 project certainly proves
that BIM is here to stay.’

For the potential of BIM,
this is just the tip of the iceberg
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Mango trees for CO2

QuickView
Just like any other BAM
International project, the Precast
Yard Indonesia includes CSR targets
in its project plans. One of those is
the reduction of CO2 in the
atmosphere, which they aim to
achieve by planting five trees for
every 1,000 cubic metres of
concrete poured.
So, after pouring close to 30,000
cubic metres for the Ichthys and
Wheatstone projects, the team
planted 150 mango trees on the
premises of a local high school in
Cilegon. Over time, these trees will
not only be converting carbon
dioxide to oxygen – they will yield
some delicious fruit, too!

Sukat (formwork supervisor) witwh pupils of the local high school in Cilegon.

Margo City
celebrates
safety
milestone
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The Margo City Hotel project team in Depok,
Indonesia, got together to celebrate the fact that
they had achieved two million hours worked
without a Lost Time Injury accident.
‘Continuous improvement and the efforts of the
full team, staff and workers alike,’ says Area HSE
Manager Remon Moerman, ‘has shown that a
goal like this can be achieved in the Indonesian
construction industry. We are all very proud.’
Throughout the project, the team – together
with Area management – has been improving
processes and ensuring that everyone on site
received the relevant training and education.

Area office Americas
opens in Panama
BAM International recently opened its
Area office in Panama. From here it will
coordinate acquisition and construction
in the North and Latin American markets.
A first project in this new geographical
area is currently being carried out in
Moín, Costa Rica, where we are working
together with Van Oord dredging
company to create a container terminal
for APMT.

Left to right: Maged Fares (BAM’s Area Operations Manager Building), Jonathan Mullan
(EC Harris), Jan van Betuw (BAM’s Area Financial Controller), Henk Kamp (Minister of
Economic Affairs of the Netherlands), Jonathan Sargent (AAFAQ Holding) and Jennes de
Mol (Dutch Ambassador).

Endorsement from the highest level: the Dutch Minister of Economic
Affairs joined the groundbreaking ceremony of phase 2 of the Al Ain mixed use
development on 11 September 2014. He was visiting Dubai and Al Ain to further
strengthen relations between the Netherlands and the Emirates.
While in Dubai and Al Ain, Minister Henk Kamp and Ambassador Jennes de Mol also
visited several Dutch companies and their projects. At Al Ain, they dug in together
with representatives of our client, AAFAQ Holding, their consultant EC Harris and
BAM International.

The Area Americas team in Panama
consists of Leo van Druenen – Area
Manager, who was previously in charge
of our Asia Pacific operations, and
Alejandro Cacicedo – Business
Development Manager Latin America.
BAM International will later be joined in
the Panama office by strategic
engineering partner BAM Infraconsult/
DMC.

Leo van Druenen,
Area Manager Americas.

Alejandro Cacicedo,
Business Development
Manager Latin America.

BAM Latino America SA
Plaza La Boca - Oficina 5
Calle Trinidad y Tobago
Ancon, Panama City, Panama
Telephone +507 8305543 /
+507 8305639

50 years BAM Clough celebrated with clients
The Duyfken Replica Ship provided a Dutch/Australian theme to the
celebratory function with clients and other relations of the BAM Clough Joint
Venture on Wednesday 29 October 2014. The original Duyfken (Little Dove)
was the first European ship known to have reached Australian shores.
This was on a discovery mission
in 1606,164 years before the
arrival of Captain James Cook.
A full-scale replica of the Dutch
barque is now in use to tell the
Duyfken story to Australia.
On 15 projects in 50 years, the
joint venture has proven a
strong partnership, combining
the specific marine expertise
of BAM and Clough’s success in
the Australian oil and gas sector.
The function with clients and
relations is part of a series of
events to celebrate this longestserving partnership in the
Australian resources sector.

Left to right: Mark Guinée, BAM International’s Area Manager Australia; Rick Robinson,
Executive Vice President, Projects at Clough; Kevin Gallagher, CEO and Managing Director Clough
and George Mazloumian, CEO and Managing Director BAM International.
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